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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the general first order matrix differential equa- 
tion of the form 
Ly-P(t)y’+Q(z)y=AR(t)y adtdb (1.1) 
satisfying the general boundary condition 
My(a) + NY(b) = 0, (1.2) 
where P(t) E C*[a, b], Q(t), R(t) E C’[a, b] are all square matrices of order 
n, P(t) being nonsingular, A4 and N are constant square matrices of order 
n, y is a column matrix with components (y, , y,, . . . . y,), 1 is a parameter, 
and all scalars are assumed to be real. Eigenvalue problems (1.1) and (1.2) 
occur in almost all branches of science and engineering. In (1.1 ), R(t) is 
generally considered as the weight function. If the weight function R(t) = Z 
(the unit matrix), then (1.1) reduces to the classical eigenvalue problem. 
We assume throughout that R(t) # Z. The operator Ly = 0 is equivalent to 
y’ = Ay, where A = - (P-‘Q). The adjoint equation of the operator Ly = 0 
is of special significance in the theory of differential equations. This notion 
was originally introduced by Lagrange in connection with the problem of 
finding an integrating factor. Here we consider the problem of finding a 
vector z such that the inner product (z, Ly) is a perfect derivative. Thus 
z*Ly is an exact derivative if L*z = -P*z’+ (Q* - P*‘) z =O. The 
operator L* is called the adjoint of L and the equation L*z = 0 is called the 
adjoint equation of Ly=O. If L= L*, then L is self-adjoint. In an 
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analogous way the adjoint operator of the eigenvalue problem (1.1) is 
given by 
L*z E - P*z’ + (Q* - P*‘) z = lR*( t) z. 
A* denotes the complex conjugate transpose of A. The eigenvalue operator 
L is self-adjoint if it is identical with the adjoint eigenvalue operator 
Ly E P(t) y’ + Q(t) y = ,?R( t) y the following are necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the eigenvalue operator L to be disjoint: 
P* = -P, (1.3) 
f”=Q-Q* (1.4) 
R=R*. (1.5) 
In this paper, a set of criteria under which a given eigenvalue problem 
can be converted into a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem are derived. There 
are a class of eigenvalue problems which possess real and countably many 
real eigenvalues not satisfying conditions (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5). Converting 
such a class of non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problems into self-adjoint eigen- 
value problems will make accessible all the spectral theory that is known 
for self-adjoint problems. Moreover, the eigenfunction expansion for a self- 
adjoint problem is simple and standard, whereas the eigenfunction expan- 
sion for a non-self-adjoint problem involves tedious calculations in complex 
analysis. The theory developed in this paper is much more general than 
Sturm-Liouville theory for self-adjoint problems and induces it as a 
particular case. Moreover, the integrating factor that makes an even order 
differential operator into a self-adjoint operator will come as a particular 
element of the off diagonal matrix of the general transforming matrix for a 
particular choice of the constant non-singular skew-Hermetian matrix C. 
The fact that any scalar differential equation of second order can be 
made self-adjoint by multiplying it by its integrating factor suggests that a 
certain class of boundary value problems involving general matrix differen- 
tial operators can profitably be converted into self-adjoint eigenvalue value 
problems. For such a class of problems the theory of self-adjoint eigenvalue 
problems can be profitably applied instead of using the theory of non-self- 
adjoint problems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we establish certain basic results which will be of 
immense importance in Section 3. Most of the results presented in this sec- 
tion are either well known or simple consequences of known results and 
hence we felt their mention would make the paper almost self-contained. 
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Y and 2 stand for fundamental matrix solutions of T’ = AT and 
T’ = TB, respectively, where T is a square matrix of order n and A * refers 
to the transpose of the complex conjugate matrix of A. 
RESULT 1. Y is a fundamental matrix solution of T’ = A(t) T iff Y* is a 
fundamental matrix solution of T’ = TA*( t). 
Proof Y’=A(t) Yo Y*‘= Y*A*(t). 
RESULT 2. Y is a fundamental matrix solution of T’ = A(t) T $f Y* ~ ' is 
a fundamental matrix solution of the adjoint equation T’= -A*(t) T. 
proof: y*y*-‘=I=> y*‘y*eeL+ y*y*-I’=() 
* y*-l,= -y*-ly*'y*-1 
Since Y’= AYo Y*‘= Y*A* it follows that 
y*-“= - y*-‘y*A*y*-‘= -A*y*-, 
RESULT 3. If Y is a fundamental matrix solution of T' = A(t) T iff Y- ' 
is a fundamental matrix of T’ = - TA(t). 
ProoJ yy-‘=I+ y’y-‘+ yy-“=()~ y-l’= - y-‘y’y-’ 
0 y-l’= - Yp’AYY-’ = - Y-IA(t). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Y be a fundamental matrix solution of T’= AT and 
let Z be a fundamental matrix solution of T’ = B*T. Then any solution of 
T’ = AT + TB is of the form YCZ*, where C is a constant square matrix of 
order n. 
Proof It can be easily verified that T= YCZ* is a solution of 
T’ = AT + TB for some constant square matrix C. Now to prove that any 
solution of T’ = AT+ TB has this form, let K be a square matrix delined 
by K= Y-IT. Then T= YKo Y’K+ YK’= AYK+ IKBo K’= KBo 
K*’ = B*K*. Since Z is a fundamental solution of T’ = B*T, it follows that 
there exists a constant matrix C such that K* = ZC* or T= YK= YCZ*. 
LEMMA 2.1. Y is a fundamental matrix of T’= (Q*P* -‘) T tf and only 
if P* -‘YC is a fundamental matrix of T’ = P* -‘(Q* - P*‘) T, where C is 
a constant square matrix. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Any solution of T’ = AT + TA* is of the form 
T= YCY*, where C is a constant square matrix. 
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THEOREM 2 2 . . Let A = Q*P*-1 and B=(Q-P’)P-‘. Thus any solu- 
tion of T’= AT+ TB is of the form YC*Y*P-‘, where C is a constant 
square matrix. 
Prooj It can be easily verified that T= YC*Y*P-’ is a solution of 
T’ = AT + TB. Further, to prove that any solution is of this form, let T 
be any solution of T’ = AT + TB. Then K = YP i T is a solution of 
K*’ = B*K*. By Lemma 2.1, any solution of K*‘= B*K* is of the form 
K* = P* -’ YC for some constant square matrix C and hence T= YK = 
Yc*Y*P-‘. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We shall say that the equation 
Ly = JRy (R+Z) 
can be converted into a self-adjoint equation by the nonsingular matrix 
valued function T is and only if 
TLy = L,y = ATRy 
is a self-adjoint equation and we shall say that the eigenvalue problem 
Ly = IRy, My(a) + Ny(b) = 0, 
can be converted into a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem by T if 
L,y=ITRy, My(a)+Ny(b)=O 
is a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem. 
THEOREM 2.3. The differential equation 
Ly - P(t) y’ + Q(t) y = ARy (RZZ), a<t<b 
can be converted into a self-adjoint equation by means of an (n xn) 
nonsingular matrix T if and only if there exists a constant nonsingular skew- 
Hermetian matrix C such that T= YC*Y*P-’ and YC*Y*P-‘R is 
Hermetian. 
Prbof Suppose the equation is converted into a self-adjoint equation 
by means of a nonsingular matrix T. Then 
L,y=TLy=(TP)y’+(TQ)y=1TRy 
is self-adjoint iff 
(TP)*= -(TP) 
TQ - (TQ)* = T’P + TP’ = (TP)’ 
(2-l) 
(2.2) 
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and 
(TR)* = (TR). (2.3) 
With (2.1) we can put (2.2) in the form 
T’= AT+ TB, (2.4) 
where A = Q*P*-1 and B=(Q-P’) P-‘. Theorem 2.2 implies that 
T= YC*Y*P-’ for some constant square matrix C and (2.1) implies that 
C is skew-Hermetian and (2.3) implies that YC* Y*P-‘R is Hermetian. 
Conversely, suppose that there exists a constant nonsingular skew- 
Hermetian matrix C such that YC*Y*P-‘R is Hermetian. Then define 
TR = YC* Y*P-‘R and it is evident that L, is self-adjoint. 
COROLLARY 2.3. T= Y*-ICY-’ transforms Ly=y’-A(t)y into self- 
adjoint form. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let Y be a fundamental matrix solution of T’= AT and 
let (M, N) be an (n x 2n) matrix of rank n. The eigenvalue problem 
Ly=P(t)y’+Q(t)y=ARy, My(a) + NY(b) = 0 
can be converted into a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem by a nonsingular 
matrix valued function T tf and only if there exists a constant nonsingular 
skew-Hermetian matrix C such that YC*Y*P-‘R is Hermetian and 
MY*-‘(a) CY-‘(a) M* = NY*-‘(b) CY-‘(b) N*. 
Proof The converted eigenvalue problem 
L,y=(TP)y’+(TQ)y=ITRy, My(a)+Ny(b)=O 
is self-adjoint if and only if L,y is self-adjoint, sothat T= YC*Y*P-‘R is 
Hermetian and 
M(TP)-’ (a) M* = N(TP)-’ (b) N* (2.5) 
substituting the general form of T= YC*Y*P-’ in (2.S), we obtain 
MY*-‘(a) CY-‘(a) M* = NY*-‘(b) CY-‘(6) N*. Conversely, if there 
exists a constant nonsingular skew-Hermetian matrix C such that 
YC*Y*P-‘R is Hermetian and MY*-‘(a) CY-‘(a) M* = NY*-‘(b) 
CY-‘(b) N*, then if we define T= YC*Y*P-‘, it is easy to verify that T 
converts the boundary value problem into a self-adjoint boundary value 
problem. Note that the boundary conditions are not multiplied by the non- 
singular matrix T for obvious reasons. 
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To illustrate the theorems of this section, we consider the following 
eigenvalue problem: 
LY=[; y]Yl+[;” gl]Y=l[l JY a<r4bt#0(26) 
. [:, ;],(a)+[ “l JY(bk0. 
A fundamental matrix for y’ = [‘t i] y is given by Y(r) = [A f]. Also 
C = [ T1 A] is a constant nonsingular skew-Hermetian matrix satisfying the 
self-adjoint condition MY* - ’ (a) cr-‘(a) Al* = NY* -l(b) CY-‘(b) N*. 
The converted eigenvalue problem 
LIY-[“t (JYj+[; ;]Y=J[-d’ $]Y 
[A ;]Yw+[ “l Jy(b)=O 
(27) 
. 
is a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem. 
It may be noted that (2.6) and (2.7) have the same infinite number of 
real eigenvalues ince T is a nonsingular matrix. The problem (2.6) does 
not satisfy self-adjoint conditions but still possess countably many real 
eigenvalues. Note, also, that if R = I and P= Z then there exist no T 
converting the eigenvalue problem into a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem. 
However the following corollary holds for the boundary value problems. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let Y be a fundamental matrix solution of T’ = AT and 
(M, N) be an (n x 2n) matrix of rank n. Then the boundary value problem 
Ly-y’-A(t)y, My(a) + Ny(b) = 0 
can be converted into a self-adjoint boundary value problem if and only if 
there exists a constant nonsingular skew-Hermetian matrix C such that 
T= Y*-ICY-’ and MY(a) CY*(a) M* = NY(b) CY*(b) N*. 
3. THE EVEN ORDER LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION 
Let a different form Lu be defined by 
Luru’“‘+p,u’“-I’+ ... +pnu=O, (3.1) 
where pn E C[a, b] for all n. The vector equation corresponding to (3.1) is 
the companion vector equation 
y’=Ay (3.2) 
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1 0 . . . 
0 1 . . 
0 0 ..‘. 
-Pn-I -PM-z ... 
0 
0 
I i -PI 
Let u,, u2, . . . . U, be n linearly independent solutions of Lu=O. Then the 
matrix defined by 
Ul 2.42 “’ 
L . 
4 
K(u)= “.; “i ..’ “L 
. . . 
(H’- 1) . 
UI 
(n-1) ,., 
u2 
&- 1) 
n 4 
is a fundamental matrix of y’ = Ay. 
Moreover, if Y= K(U) is a fundamental matrix of (3.2), then the first row 
of Y is a fundamental vector for Lu = (0). From Corollary 2.1, if Y is a 
fundamental matrix of y’ = A(t) y then for any constant nonsingular skew- 
Hermetian matrix C, T= Y*-ICY- t ransforms Ly into a self-adjoint 
form. To be more appealing, we start with a general second order operator 
Lu = u” + a 1 u’ + a,u = 0. (3.3) 
The integrating factor that makes Lu into self-adjoint form is obviously 
elOl(S)ds. The matrix system corresponding to Lu = 0 is y’ = A(t) y, where 
Let u1 and u2 be two linearly independent solutions of Lu =O. Then it is 
well known that the Wronskian matrix K(U) = [it if] is a fundamental 
matrix of the companion vector equation y’ = A(t) y. C = [ !1 A] is a con- 
stant nonsingular skew-Hermetian matrix. Then by Corollary 2.3, it follows 
that K*-‘(u) CK-‘(u) transforms (3.2) into a self-adjoint form. In fact, 
= [ u2u; - 0 241 u; 241 u; - 0 u2u; 1 
[K(u) CK*(u)]-‘= 
0 IMu) 
=+ -IKtu)l 0 1 --I’ 
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Note that IK-l(u)1 = det[:; 21 PI = (ui u; - ulu;)-l is an integrating fac- 
tor of Lu = 0. This follows from the fact that if u is any fundamental vector 
for the nth order homogeneous equation, then 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider Lu = U” - 3u’ + 2~. The integrating factor that 
makes Lu into a self-adjoint form is e -3r. Now the associated companion 
vector equation is given by 
y’= O l [ 1 -2 3 y. (3.5) 
The two linearly independent solutions of Lu =0 are given by e’ and e*’ 
and hence a fundamental matrix of (3.5) is 
Y(l) = :: 9, [ 1 
T= j-t-ICY-1 = ’ 
e-3r 
-e-3’ 0 1 
makes Lv = y’ - A(t) y into a self-adjoint form. The off diagonal elements 
of T are exactly the integrating factors of Lu = 0. 
4. CLASSIFICATION 
In this section we are concerned with the classes of the eigenvalue 
problems which can be made self-adjoint. In the previous section we gave 
a set of criteria under which a given generalized eigenvalue problem can be 
converted into a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem. The conditions deduced 
naturally raise the following question: Does there exist a constant non- 
singular skew-Hermetian matrix C such that (i) YC* Y*P-‘R is Hermetian 
and (ii) MY-‘(a) CY*-‘(a) M* = NY-‘(b) CY*-‘(6) N? To deduce these 
we see that (i) is equivalent to 
AC+CA*=O, (4.1) 
where A = Y-‘R*P* ~’ Y is a known matrix of order n. To solve the system 
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(4.1) we need the following concept of the Kronecker product of matrices. 
If A E C” x ’ and B E C” ’ n, then their Kronecker product A Q B is defined as 
and is in C”2x”2. If we define the column string of C by 
csc= cc,,, . ..) C,,) cyj, . ..) C”2, . ..) Cln, . ..) c,,] = c 
then (4.1) is equivalent to the vector equation 
Gc=O, (4.2) 
where G = (1, @A + A* ‘@ I,,). Hence (4.2) has a nontrivial solution if and 
only if IGI = 0. 
COROLLARY 4.1. IGI=IZ,XA+A*~OZ,)=IL~OZ,+Z,OL~*I, where 
L, and L,. are the lower companion matrices of A and A*, respectively. 
Proof: For the proof of this corollary, we refer to [2,. p. 1491. We also 
note that if J is an eigenvalue of A with corresponding eigenvalue U, then 
Auu* + uu*A* = (2 + 1) UU* = 0. This implies that (4.1) has a nontrivial 
solution iff 
1+x=0. 
In the case A+ I# 0, the system (4.1) has only the trivial solution for C. 
If we define the operator L by L:C+AC+CA*=O and NL= 
ICE vn,, : LC = 0}, i.e., NL is the null space of L, then C is a solution of 
the matrix equation 
AC+CA*=O (4.1) 
if and only if CE NL. If lj is an eigenvalue of A and then (a - l,)P1 
i = 1, 2, . . . . u be elementary divisors of A then there exist pi linearly inde- 
pendent eigenvectors, say ai,, ai2, . . . . sip,, satisfying the equation 
(-A+J.iZn)air=ai,,-l 
with a,=O, r= 1, 2, . . . . pi. We call a, the eigenvector of (-A) of rank r 
associated with the eigenvalue -li. Again there exist pi linearly inde- 
pendent eigenvectors ay wjr satisfying 
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with wfl = 0, r = 1, 2, . . . . pi. Let pV = min(p,, p,) and if for k = 1,2, . . . . pii we 
define 
Ciik=aikWJ)I+uik-~w~+ ‘.. +ailW$ k = 1, 2, . . . . pij, 
then the set {C, : li = -4, k = 1, 2, . . . . pU} constitutes a basis of ML. 
Consequently if Cr , Cz, . . . . C, are any solutions of (4.1), then any solution 
of (4.1) is given by C=cl,C,+cr,C2+ ... +a,C,, where c~~,Q,...,c~~ are 
a set of scalars. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let C, , C, , . . . . C, linearly independent solutions of the 
matrix equation (4.1). Then any solution of (4.1) is given by 
C= 5 djCj, 
j=1 
(4.3) 
where (d,}, j= 1, . . . . N, are parameters (Cj is obtained from C by giving dj 
the value 1 and the remaining parameters the value 0, j = 1, 2, . . . . N) and N 
is determined by N= xz,a=, Sag, where Sag = (p,, ps), pI, pp being the 
elementary divisors of A, A* respectively. 
The proof is similar to that in [2]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be an (n’x n*) matrix over the field of complex 
numbers and let G, be the matrix obtained by deleting the kth row and kth 
column of G. Then every nontrivial solution of Gc=O should have the 
property ICI #O $f p(Gk)=n2- 1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The general form of C to represent a constant non- 
singular skew-Hermetian matrix is C = i(Cap)(a, /3 = 1, 2, . . . . u), where Cab 
is a scalar matrix with real diagonal elements cap which is 0 tf pr # pg. 
Substituting the general form of C as given in (4.2) in the self-adjoint 
boundary condition MY(a) CY*(a) r* = NY(b) CY*(b) N* and splitting 
MY(a) and NY(b) into u2 blocks corresponding to the splitting of the 
matrix C into Cap (a, p = 1,2, . . . . u), we get a system of equations Ax = 0, 
where 
A=t~~“=r,~r~~-s~,~F~~ (i, j= 1, 2, . . . . u; 1, U= 1, 2, . . . . 1,) 
X= = (4,s . . . . d,,, 4,. . . . . 4u, . ..> A,, . . . . 4,) 
and MY(a) = (rap) and NY(b) = (so$) (a, /3 = 1,2, . . . . u). Hereafter we call 
C = (da/?), where da/3 are real for a, /I = 1, 2, . . . . u. We have 
c= = (d,, , d,*, . . . . dl,, . . . . d,, , . ..dU.,)=. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a (u2 x u’) matrix over thefield of complex num- 
bers and 1 Al = 0. Every nontrivial solution of AC = 0 has the property ICI # 0 
if and only if there exists c0 E Cu2 such that ) C,, # 0 and the row space of A 
is equal to the orthogonal complement of 
s= {Go 1 creC} in C”‘. 
Proof. For the proof of this theorem we refer to [4]. 
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